
2. Pull the Fit Grips over the rest of the rim 

and align as preferred.  
1. With the teeth facing in, line up the Fit 

Grips over one section of the hand rim. 

IntelliWheels Fit Grips – F.A.Q 
 

What size Fit Grips do I need to fit on my wheelchair? 

Fit Grips are one size fits all. Any Fit Grip will fit on any 24”, 25”, or 26” wheelchair wheel.  
   

What’s the difference between Fit Grips Comfort and Fit Grips Pro? 

Fit Grips Pro are a great solution for active users looking for a durable, all-weather grip to 

improve power and performance in both indoor and outdoor environments.  Fit Grips 

Comfort provide additional control, comfort, and an improved ergonomic grip for 

wheelchair users pushing mostly in the home.   
 

How long do Fit Grips last? 

The Fit Grips are made of a high quality specialized rubber that will endure at least 8-12 

months of daily use. Unlike rubberized or coated handrims, should the grips wear over time 

they can be easily and affordably replaced.   
  

How do you install Fit Grips? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are the Fit Grips Latex Free? 

Yes. The IntelliWheels Fit Grips are made of soft, dishwasher safe, flexible rubber. The soft 

material has enough stretch for easy installation yet enough grip to stay put once it is 

installed. 
 

Can I mix and match colors? 

Fit Grips are sold in a set of two of the same color, however you can buy multiple sets and 

mix and match for fun color combinations. If you have suggestions for future colors please let 

us know and email sales@intelliwheels.net. 
 

How do Fit Grips work in the cold? 

The Fit Grips maintain grip in the cold just as they do at room temperature.  The Fit Grips feel 

much warmer than a typical metal handrim in cold weather, giving you more comfort and 

better control with or without gloves.   
 

How do Fit Grips work in the heat? 

The Fit Grips will retain their shape even in hot weather. However, we advise that Fit Grips 

should not be left in extreme heat over 150 degrees, or a hot car in the middle of the 

summer. 
 

Can you take them on and off? 

With the patent pending design, Fit Grips can be taken on and off your handrims as many 

times as you desire. They are simple to install and do not require any glue or tape, and they 

don’t leave any type of residue on your handrims. 
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